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Expert Systems are computer programs that use artificial intelli 'n ' t • I ' 
problems within a specialized domain that ordinarily requires human cxpcrti c. A v ry 
important aspect of helping mycologist with diagnosis f th mu hro m h alth 
the identification itself by using only the visible feature of the 
identification, although very important, is ften difficult. Thi th thi 
problem by providing an expert y tern that take int n van u fa tor 
about the mushroom, and presents identification as a po ible s luti n. In rder to 
achieve the purpose, the system uses Pr I g, a I gic pr gramming. In thi pap r chapter 
one outlines the introducti n f the sy tern. hapter t de ribe the literature review. 
hapt r three discu c m re detail meth d I gy. y tern anal ·is i · de. cribed in 
chapter four. haptcr five de ribc: the yst im d ·si n. lmpl rn nt• ti ns arc sh n in 
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1.1 Project Overview 
1.1.1 What is an Expert System? 
Expert systems or knowledge-based y t m mput r pr run 
that are derived from a branch of c rnputcr cicncc r ar h call d Artificial 
Intelligence. They allow the scarce and expensive kn led c f exp rt t 
explicitly stored int c inputer pr grams and made a ailablc t thers wh 
may be les experienced. They range in ·calc fr m simple rul · ... 
with flat data t v ry large calc int' rate de I pm nts takin 1 man 
pcrs n-ycars t de cl p. They lypi .ally ha c a s 'I r if-th .n rules whi ·h 
f rms the kn wlcdgc ba , and ~ d di atcd infer in c n zinc, which pro id 'S 
ith · n .ntional pr irams 
int 'rt incd su h that the 
ram. This , pli .it s parati n r th' 
the , c uti n me hani m. Thi 
d main kn wledgc and xe uti n 
kn ledge i impli itl 
knov ledge fr m the 
kn ' l .dgc in· rp rat n '' kn ' le lg and mo ur .xlstinu kn 
l 
1 l \\' 1"-iJp \I\ in \ }-T 









1.1.2 Why mushrooms'? 
A person other than a mycologist r other a iricultur 1\ xp 'rt i u u \l 
faced with two major problems: 
l. The inability to identify many f the mushr ms b cau n r li l 
illustrated guide exists and there arc thou and f mu hr m . 
2. The puzzling fact that sometim s se mingly id ntical mu hr oms 
pictured and described in vari u guide b k ha diff r nt names. 
he e tw maj r pr lem will cca i nally lead t mu hr m p is ning 
a the vi tirn, wh wa attempting t 
picked toadst ol r poi on us mu hr 
itand-al nc aut mated y t im 
n h wt idcntif a p 
I xlgc 
mushr m using nl the isible feature · 
is necc , ary o that an I wer-lc cl xp rt and al· n n-c p rt .an u: c th ' 
stem and zct reliable help f r a ' mplishing this task. 
"Thcr an; ild mu shr t m hunt .rs, an I b Id mushn m hunt 'l'i, hut th 1 • 










To understand the project, the auth r has established five main ol j 'ti s. 
These objectives focus on permitting users to understand why th· sys: m isl uild, 
The five objectives are: 
1. As a stand alone identification system for the spcci fie kn wl dg d m in 
perhaps with monitoring by a human expert. 
2. To provide decision support for a high-level human xp rt. 
3. To allow a high-level expert to be replaced y a sub rdinate xp rt aided 
by the expert system. 
4. To provide management education f r dccisi n mak ers. 
5. F r di tribution of up-t -date ci ntific inf rmati n in a readily acce ible 
and easily und r t d ~ rm t a iri ultural r ·s iar h .rs an I ud isers. 
The table bcl w h w the advanta ·s 1 uil ling an ' p 'rt s st .m that 
supp rts the bjc ti c gi en: 
Ta l l. l: ompan n fl luman E p rt and an I-: p .rt : y t m 
Factor · l luman Expert Expert System 
Time a ailabilit W rkdu 
c graphi · 
' )Sl 
L al 
I rrcpln .caule 
ariul I · 
uriul I· 
I u 1h 
1 la .cubl • 
N' 
'Hl.'1, l 'Ill \I \I\\\ 1 I 1 'l 'I 









1.3 Project Scope 
In order to build an effective expert ystcm, the task domain n 'els to be 
narrowed down significantly. ·igure 1.2 shows the scope us of th' pr j t. 
The focus is on the Basidiomycotina and then Ilym n my br n h f th 
mushrooms. The project is centered only on species that re di le n v ith 
health values that exist in Malaysia. A glossary f the terms us d in thi cti n i 
given in Appendix B. 
Mycology 
I I 
~fastiRornycotina Z ygQfllycotma Ascomycotina Bas.idiomycocioo. Deeteremyco 
I 
Hymenomycetes Gasteromyc tes Tb l)'C s 
:----------------·\------------------··- 
I I I I 
I 
I garicales L Aph -llophorales . 





Fi iur • 1 .... : I r jl: ·t 
The author de .idcd t ·h · th m inti n I s .opc Io .us h · .aus th') urc 
mm 11 mushr ims, I•· ri ed naturali las th· umbr •\la-shn1 ·I t 'I • tun -u · 
' ith dis· iid a1 :up1 l rt xl on a · ·ntr 11 stalk th ·r !'1111111 • • • hn' • lilf ·r ·nt 
f aturcs, ir \ 11 lif 'I '111 ht1\ it ll' Ulltl \ilt'•1 'Ill •lilll Ill', \\hi •h II Ill l 










1.4 Target User 
The system is designed for users who have al least ba ic kn wl 
mushrooms, for example: 
• undergraduate students or researches of micr bi l gy, plant ci n or 
plant pathology 
• mushroom growers, observers r c llect rs 
• mycologist or other agricultural expert 
Users with an intere t in this fa cinating .la f rnicr ial rid ut arc n l 
familiar with mushr m might find it hard l und rstand th' t rmin I iic · and 
acr nym menti n in the , ystcm. l I we .r, they an u · the user 1 unual and 
image ace mpanicd with the system t aid th ir d .cisi n ·. 
t .5 Approach and . ch xlulc 
The foll \ in s \·ti )I\ I ... I sh \ s ·a .h muj I' step l r th. I .seur ·h. the task. 
· mpl 'l the st ·1 :. Th' ·u\ 
sc .tiun I.:·- sh \\ s th' tim • uc ·I· I r\ r ·n ·h tu ·k 1n I ii -h • 1\11 · I\ 1 tl\l'i1 
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2. Literature Research 
2.1 Domain Studies 
2.1.1 Domain Background 
Mycology is the study of fungi. ungi arc the name giv n t 
living things called mushrooms, t adsto ls, moulds nd y ast. he term 
mushroom is given to those that are edible, while can mean 
poisonous or inedible. Mushrooms have n chl r phyll r tern r 
leaves, so they cannot synthesis their wn energy like plant but d end n 
rganic matt r f r th ir energy. That i why they are mm nly f und ar und 
decaying vegetable matter like manure r r ttin stumps. l· i ur · 2.1 below 
h w a mu hr m fruit dy with m t f th iaturcs. 11 we er n t all 
mu hr m have all featur s. 
ill 
talk 
\ t v lirn 11 









The growth of mushrooms is favoured by cool, moist and wcath ir. so 
sometimes they appear in yard after rainfalls. It all starts wh .n th' spnr ·s m .. · 
released from the gills. These spores are dispersed by varying m ·tho I:, " h •n 
the condition are right, the spores germinate, scndinc ut tiny thren ls ·11\ •d 
hyphae or single hypia. In order for it to develop, it ha .. t j in with n th r 
hypia to form a network of thread called mycelium. The myc lium rm 
hyphal knot which grows and develops into a pinhead. In turn the pinh ad 
gradually grows and develops into a full mu hro m fruit dy r a y t 
disperse new spores. 
Egyptian Pharaohs c nsidered mu hr m uch a delicacy that rdinary 
people were forbidden t eat it. H wcv r c mmcr ial gr win 1 ha be n 
much m re recent phcnomen n when th F rcnch be an to r w field 
mu hr om in cave · in the 17th .cruury. Fr m Fran c they spr .ad t En ilund 
and finally t Au tralia. In Au tralia, mm 'r ial pr du ·ti n tarted in l <. 's 
us ing disused rail ay tunn ·l a G r ry fr m t day s s phisti .atcd and 
m dcrn facilitie . Ex ti mu hr m ha me m r · a ailnbl 111 
Australia in sian migrants. In Mala sin itscl , th mm ir 
mushr iorn .ulti ati n annual pr du .ti n in th' IS 
mu hr m 15 0 t< nn is, , hiituk _ l , trav mu hr < m · I an I th r 
withal tal f 188. ·r car. Th' numl •rs ar in ·1 .nsin • an I 
mushr 11ah sin' ii\ ha · t ·:1 an I. P ·rhn1: thi: h11.· I · ·n · 1 
because r th lat 'Sl tr .nd nf multi I· ·I inn k •(in l \ h 'I • th. I h w th tl 
mushr HHns h \\' ' t m ·Ii inal an I nut• iti m 1\ \ 1\\\ • ·• '( a 1 • ipl • i11 









2.1.2 Existing System Review 
Expert systems have been c mmcrcially successful sine th· I t • 1 70's. 
Many species identification systems existed but with dif r nt d m in an 
techniques, as shown in Table 2.1: 
Table 2.1: xisting xpcrt y tern 
Douglas-fir 
Cone and Seed infest douglas-fir IR· managers Wind ws 
Insects cones and seeds K 
c Ile t r 
Whale Whales fthe A 
Watcher anadian c astal IRE ll Windows 
water DK 
An Interactive f 
uidc t Mas achu ett l lTML II Windo s 
Mas achusctt 
nakcs 
Mu int sh, 
' ni fer r the Pacifi nkn " n stud .nts, II \ 
Pacific N rthv e st res ur · • c mputcrs 
N rth est pr l~ssi innls 
\ d -busc I a\ll un It) I i I 'llli Ii ·at inn ra •iii\ \\ i1h nuu lllll II\ ti ti 










1. A static database of species of fungi with their sizes, colours and oth ·r 
properties, plus photographs, read at site start-up from an XML Iii'. 
2. A property fuzzy-matching library, written in Java. This nllov s ' 
database of records, each comprisin ' a numb •r of pr p •rt ilu 'S t 
be searched for the best match to a candid tc r c rd. Wid v ri ti 
properties are available, such as numeric values, in 1 nd rnultipl 
selections and colours. The way that matching operates can b 
carefully tuned for each property type and c ch individu I r rd. 
3. xtensions to the above library, giving extra pr pertie 
fungi. These include properties like mell gill hape etc. 
4. A servlet f r drawing dynamic graph and hart in a Web 
applicati n. e hart2 , a free Ja a chart library r m , urcc 
F rge. urrcntly unu cd in the live it , du t \imitati ns f J,'I 's 
crvcr. 
5. A et f static and dynamic J P W pa s t bt· in input from a 
W ib licnt, dri c th matchin 
Web cli nt. 
An pen- ur c r Inti rial databa 'C, M 
and pr .scnt th results t< th' 
L is us ·cl t 1 crsist "lit 
isit r Ira king data ut n t f r th' fun 1i data. 
7. Fun i ata F cdbu .k fi r u .cr t add t r · rrc ·t the inf rmutic n in 
the fun ii dntnbns ·. Inf rmuti n that is .ntcrcd will n t he ii Id· I 
straight a'> a . lt v ill be sent to th· sit' u lmin] urut ir an I 1 I I· I in · · 
it ht: be ·n .h · ·k ·<l. 










Another related system, which demonstration is available \l 
http://mycosoft.co.uk/home.htm, called An lllustrat 'cl 
Identification of ungi, Wild Mushro ms and T ad. I I. . Th 
version is for use on PCs running Windows with the minimum 
of 640 X 480 screen, 16MB RAM, 16 bit c l ur nd 4 -R 
However, there is no information on how the system was build. 
Research has also been made at the epartm nt of P ychology in 
University of Alberta. It i a Biological amputation pr j t name " f 
Mushrooms and Machine earning: Identifying Alg rithm in a P P 
Netw rk" by Michael R. W. aw n and avid . Medler. The purp c f 
the xperimcnt wa t determine if an artifi ial n ural n tw rk uld learnt 
identify corrc tly a mushr m as edibl r n t. In particular th y er 
intcre t d in ceing wh th r after th n tw rk 'I, users uld 
d t rm inc th rul that it used t la sify mu hr ms. I I .r, th· ut m 
wa not cl arly stat d. 
II s st .ms mcnti n bcf re in thi · s ' ti n ar \ ·b-l us 1 b nus' th 










2.2 Technology Review 
All reviews mention in this section arc based n res urcc (so twar 
that are available and accessible at the faculty of .ornpu: r 
Information Technology, University of Malaya. 
n 
Models Benefits Drawbacks 
2.2.1 Development Models 
Below are the comparisons of various development model applicable t the 
system. Illustrated figure of the models is given in App ndix . 
Table 2.2: Itware Pr ess M de! mpan n 
Waterfall • irnpl familiar t m l • ' n t re ' th w 
m de! s Itwar is r all 
undcrstan l c cl pcd 
• za y t a ci tc • cs n tr .fle t th ta k- 
an -~ rth, it rati ' natur • 
and d ili err blcs \: ith 
liff ·r nt stage· • N t apr Ii abl f rm in . 
V m d 1 • n 'Iler Sp II ut th' r I, • 
I diffcrcnt t 1 ·s f ul \l \ .' l L' ' .'l ·II'· .tiv · 
tcstin 1 • . Ill' lr th' : Ill\' 














• Promotes understanding 
of problems bef re 
trying to implement 
solution 
• Reduces risk and 
uncertainty 
• Involves user in 
evaluating interface 
• Prototypin ' .an us' 11 I t 
of resour ' sp ·i 11\ i r 
the pr t type full: 
mp\ t ely nd mu t b 
, er pp d 
• In systems wh r 
prob\ m ar und r t d 
or u er interfa e i 
implc n 
trai htf rward tr 
time p nt in rototyping 
is not warranted 
Incremental 
development 
• ustomer training can 
begin early 
• rcqucnt r le e all w 
pr lem t b fi d 
qui kly 
• exp rti e an b appli d 




de cl pm nt 'H h ha 'C 
• II \, s r r h 1ngin I 
• t e 
ati fied with an 
inc mplet pr duct r 
with fr .qucnt chang 'S t 
s ucrn 
• l r blcm may n t b ' 
ca sily dee mp abl 
• 'hangt.: may ha c t be 
made t mpl .tc purl· 
111 rdcr t 
ncv parts 
• 
miii iat ·I, th· pr i · ·1 is 










2.2.2 System Architectures 
Below are the comparisons of two major system arch it ctur s appli ibl . 
1. Two-tier 
• Simple, distributed broker, fault tolerant and flexibl 1 d 
Tier 1 Tier 2 
Appllc:atlon 
,... .... Db 
Db 
·igure 2.2: Tw -ti r Ar hit ctur 
2. Thr c-ti r 
• mplcx, m n lithic br kcr, ingl p int failure and ri rid I 
diffi ult l ad balan ing 
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 
Appllcatlon 
l I 









2.2.3 Application Platform 
Below are the feature comparisons of variou applicati n platf rms 
(operating systems) available. 
Table 2.3: Application Platforms omparison 
Feature Description Windows Windows Window» Wintlcms XP 
')5/')8/Mc NT 4.0 2000 Profcssionnl 
Professional 
Reduces Application Failure 
Side-by- Provides a ~ 0 • • Side DLL mechanism for 
Support multiple version of 
individual Windows 
components to be 
installed and run 
" ide b side." 
Windows Protects core system 0 0 • • rile file fr m being 
Protection vcrwri ucn by 
applicati n 
in tallati ns. If a file 
l v rwrittcn 
Wind ws file 
Pr tccti n will 
rrcct 
Wind w • • In taller 










Feature Description Windows Windows Windo\\s Windows XP 
951')8/Mc NT 4.0 2000 Professional 
P1·ot'l'ssimml 
Stays Up and Runnin 
Built on 32-bit computin • New architecture and a 
Windows fully pr tected 
n me memo mod 1 
System ~nables users • Restore and administrs t r ln 
to restore a Window 









cvice When certain 0 0 () • nvcr classes fnew 
R llback device drivers are 
installed the 
will maintain a 
PY f the 
pr 'Vi usly 
in tailed driver, 
whi h can be 
rei nstallcd i r 
c • device driver . 
Elirninat m • sccnari s that 
f re d user t 
rcb t i I\ 
Wind sNT .o 
• ( ' ...... • • 










Feature Description Windows Windows Windo\\s Windows XP 
95/98/l\lc NT 4.0 2000 Professional 
Profossionnl 
Enhances Windows Security 
Internet A firewall client o • Connection that can pr tcct 
Firewall small businesses 
from comm n 
Internet attack 
ncrypting ~ ncrypts each ft l 0 0 ~ • · ile with a randomly No support 
System generated key. The for use with 
(EFS) with encryption and multiple 
Multi-user decryption users 
Support processes arc 
transparent to the 
user 
IP ccurity Help pr t ct data 0 0 • • (Insect) transmitted across 
a network. IP ec is 
an important part 
f ccurity for 
virtual private 
nctw rks (VPNs), 
which allow 




Kerber Pr vidc indu try- • , upport standard and high- 
trcngth 
authcnticati n with 
fa t single ign- n 
t Window 2000- 
'1nart .ard 
• up1 on 
t .nniunl s .rv ·r 
S 'SSI I\ 










Feature Description Windows \Vindows \\'indows Wlndews XP 
'J5/9H/Mc NT .to :moo Professional 
Professlonul 
Sim lifies Deskto De lo ment 
Increased an specify if th' NIA 0 • Application application n 'eds t 
ompatibility run in either a 
Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95/98/Mc 
User State Migrate a user's data 0 0 ~ • Migration and Asa 
Tool application/operating resource kit 
system settings from tool with no 
an old computer to a support 
new com uter 
upport for upports UDF 2.01, _, 0 ~ • Latest formatting of DVD- up port Support for 
Hardware RAM drives with the for some some 
tandards FAT32 file system. standards standards 
DirectX 8 API listed listed 
nattcndcd The ability t ~ ~ 
Installati n pecify great r Supp rt Supp rt 
numb r of pti ns f r subset for subset 
and all w fi r f of < pl i ms 
gr ater degree f opti ns opti ns - , '---.) 
• 
r · in 
f _) l emote 
Installation • Multilingual , up1 rt .asil ·r .ntc, r ind. 
and ·dit I~ .um mts 
in mun Ian 1 uu 1 ·s 









Improved Help ~ 0 0 • and up port Subset of 
crviccs features 
previous in 
versions of Windows 
Windows with Me 
content from the 
World Wide 
Web 
Automatic Automatically ~ 0 0 
pd ates d wnl ad ubset of 
critical and features 
security updates in 
when the u er is Wind ws 
connected t the Mc 
Internet 
ft Pr vide a () ( I 
cntralizcd and 
consi tent 
en ir nmcnt for 
management 
t l 
Windov s - I } - Mana icmcnt ubs 't f 
lnstrurncntati in infra .tructurc ~'Ulur 
(WMl) r r monitoring 
and managing 
• Safe Mod Start-up 
( ptiom; 










Feature Description \Vindows \Vindows \Vindow~ Windows XP 
95/98/Mc NT -tO 2000 Professional 
Prufessloual 
Increases User Efficiency 
Fresh Visual · rcsh visual c c • csign dcsi n 




and new visual 
cues added 
Adaptive User Adapts to the 0 0 0 • nvironment wa ou work 
Improved If you ar trying () 0 0 • I land ling of to pen a file 
file that is not 
Associations associated with 
any program, 
Windows can 
send you to a 
Web page fr m 
which t 
download or 
ntcxt ( ) (j ( ) - - cnsitivc Task sci ctcd in 




Integrated I •) ".) ~ ' _, upport for 
burning ' son 
-Rand I - 
RW chi cs 
l lclp u scrs and - - administrators l aniul 
mtig.ir ', subs 'l f 
c ptimizc, and Icatur ·s 
troubl .shoc l 
mun .rous 
run ·tit ns 










2.2.4 Programming Languages 
Below arc the f aturc mt wist us r \ m us I ramming language 
available. 
Table 2.4: Pr gramming Languag Comparison 




Requires or not variable 
to be dcclar d as specific 
e 





The ability to 
parameterize a class with 
s ecific data es 
The ability for a class or 
object to be defined as an 
exten ion or 
pccializati n of another 















The ability for a cla s or 
bject to rename nc f 
it features that it 
inherited from a super 
class 
Parametric 
polymorphi m, the ability 
for a class, module or 
other sc pet have tw r 
m re rneth ds with th' 
same name 
The ability f r a 
pr grammcr t d fin' an 
operator such as I, r "' 
for u cr-d 'ti ned l 
Fun .ticns that can · 
tr ·at xl us if th 'Y w ire 
duta obic .ts 
L .xi ·al/ stuti · 
.losur 'S 
l undlin 1 up th· stuti · 
: '( pc surroundinu th> 
run ·tit I\' ith th. llll .tion 
it: •II', so thut lh • lun .tion 
·u11i .s lts .uuuun lin • 
·n in 1111\ 'Illar nmd with 


















Garbage A mechanism allowing a Inrk 1• 
Collection language implementation S\ 'l'I 
counting 
to free memory of unu 'd ) 'H 'rati in \ 
obiects l 
Uniform Docs not exhibit any ) y s 
Access notational diffcrcn 
s 
between ace ssin i 
feature re nrdlc . of 
whether it is an attribut 
or a functi n 
Jass Owned by a class and n 1 Yes No 
Variables I any particular instance of a class 
Methods 
Reflection The ability for a program Yes No No 
to determine various 
pieces of information 
about an object at run- 
time 
Access The ability for a modules Public, Public, PubJi , 
ontrol implementation to remain 
protected, protected, pn t 
hidden behind its public "package", private, 
interface rivate "friends" 
c ign by The ability to incorporate No No N 
11 tract important aspects of a pccificati n int the 
software that is 
Multithreadin Yes No cs 
r 
g f 
N Y. P inter 
Arithrncti 
', s me 
I 
Langua1c 
1 ntcgrari n 
I\ mbl ·r 
Ye. A languag 
impl em .ntati n' abilit 
t d 'l .rmin · ' h ·th ·r or 
n )l a pi . . . r . de '( mes 
from a l rus: .d sour · · .._ ,_ 
Built-In 0 









All the languages mention above arc impcratix c and c bject oriented 
programming. Another type is logic pr muuminu whi .h is more .ynonyrn 
with Pro log (Programmiu 1 in Lo i ~ ), t 'St 'H' 1 t nve a practical 
implementation of the Ian u g 1 ulu . A common type of 
Prolog avail blc is LPA WIN-PR hi. h i bundled with the following 
functions and utilities: 
• Automatic Configuration: the same files run on all Windows version 
• Multiple Document Interface: any number of program edit windows can 
simultaneously opened in an MDI-standard development environment 
• Fully Programmable GUI: large library of GUI functions, providing the 
creation and control of windows, dialogs, controls, menus, fonts and mor 
• Rich Graphics Facilities: powerful graphics predicates giv the abilit t 
create charts, diagrams, as well as graphical buttons and t ols; '1"11 hi'.' 
facilities include vect r, polygon, bitmap, icon, mctufilc und curs )r 
display control, together with scaling and scrolling fun ·ti ns 
• Dynamic Link Libraries: as well a the 32-bit MA M int rfa \ WIN- 
PR L can load and access code in L writt n u mg tan lard 
Wind ws development languages, like Visual I 1 rand i ual B i 
• Direct Windows APl interface: virtually any Windox s Pl fun ti n, r 
third-party LL functi n, can be directly called from WT -PR L 
without the need lo resort t '/ I 1 pr grarnrning 
• Dynamic Data Exchange: ready-to-g D E intcrfa c all \\, dire .t 
ommuni .aticn betw icn Prolog and Vi uni asi , Mier ft W rd, xccl 









• Lang~age Interfaces: Ready-built intcrfac 'S to Cl ' +. Yi .ual Ba ic. 
Databases (ODBC), Delphi and 2-bit MA. t\l 
• Comprehensive Help: a fully cross-r .lcr 'H" i v crsion cf th Technical 
Reference manual is suppli cd as :i ~ti ere s ft Help file, providing 
complete on-line docum ntntion of l1 , t m redicates and functions 
• True 32-bit Implementation: up to 4Gb 40 6Mb) of memory is directly 
addressable, without complex internal segmented addressing 
• Small Memory Requirements: as little as 4Mb of memory: as much 
space as possible is made available for use by user's applications code 
• Quintus Prolog Compatibility: the system was designed from the outset 
with QP compatibility as a key objective 
• 64-bit Arithmetic: full-featured, efficient double precision built-in 
floating point math library complements the 32-bit integer arithm lie 
• Incremental and Optimised Compilation: all the fl ibilit of n 
traditional interpreter i combined with the runtime spc .d or full 1 
compiled code 
• Source Level and Box Model Dcbu 7gcrs: these mak full use r 
windows and other UI features to make program t ·.ting and d 'bug )ing 
a easy as p s iblc 
• Operating System ontrol: Cull f aturcd accc s to th' op 'rating s . t cm 
gives Prolog program· full control of fil s, dir ct ric , en ir nmcnt 
variables, time and date, and all ws ther appli ati ns to be cxc utcd 
• User-definable System Hool s: muny ' cnts, . uch as rrors, sp I oints, 









• Special Data Types: A true string data t pc support: effi .icnt text 
manipulation, and four linked data types zffi .icntlv su] p rt compound 
terms. 
• Sophisticated Data ompression: L 'tnl '1/' i d t compression and 
decompression routines arc built in n :i nre u d both for saving/loading 
system files, and for general us r- p if d . pplications. 
• Full Range of Options: as well as Programmer and Developer editions of 
WIN-PROLOG, the flex expert system toolkit and Prolog++ object- 
oriented toolkit options are available for use. 
Other types of prolog available are briefly described in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5: Prolog Comparison 
· Name Free Operating Features 
· · ·. System · . . · 
WI Yes Windows, 'ornprchcnsivc built-in I rcdi at 'S, 
Pro log Linux/Unix, machine-independent snv · I-st 1t 'S, 
Mac S X, Be multi-threading, smnll and fus: 
icstus No olaris, Linux haractcr handling, break pointing 
Pro log debugger, cxccpti n handling, 
er s -rcf rcncc, ictcrmina 
checker NU mac I Ema'. 
interface 
Visual No Windows, Linux 
Prolog and r 
u int us No ~ rnbeddablc, p rt able, debugger, 
Pro log library, Ii .nt/scr er, v indows 
interface 
/\mzi Y1.:s Windows. Linux, Internet, multiple 









2.2.5 Authoring Tools 
Below are overviews of related authorinn tools l\ plic il le to th . y tern. 
1. Microsoft® Help Workshop 
Help Workshop is a program that you use to create Help (.hlp) 
files, edit project and contents files, and test and report on help files. 
Help Workshop takes the information in the project (.hpj) file to 
combine the topic (.rtf) files, bitmaps, and other sources into one Help 
file that can be viewed using the Microsoft® Windows Help program. 
Help Workshop includes the following files and documents: 
• Help Workshop (Hcw.exe and Hcrtf.exe), ·nablcs you to 'dit 
project and contents file , and to compile, test, and ·r ate 
reports for Help files. 
• Help Author's Guide (IIcw.hlp). Des rib •s how to iuth w un I 
compile Help files by using Tielp Workshop. 
• Hotspot ~ditor Version 2.0 ( hcd.e c). Enabl u t 
a graphic that ha multiple h t 'p ts. 
• Multi-Re oluti n Bitmap ompilcr vcnon 1.1 Mrb . 'X, . 
Enables you to create bitmap that ha diff rent re luti n . 
Y u can combine these bitmap int a inglc graphi 
comp .n .atc for differences bet ccn the asp t rati , )f the 










2. Adobe® Photoshop" 
Adobe® Photoshop® is for prof ession 11 im 1g »edi ting that delivers 
a comprehensive environm ... n1 for pr )f ssi u l d igner and graphics 
producers to create sophisti t ed im s ii r print, the Web, wireless 
devices, and other m din. Main ti . tures in lude: 
• Work more efficiently - file Browser, layers, options bar, 
history palette, customizable workspace, context-sensitive 
menus 
• Edit images with ease - Colour correction, healing brush, 
selection tools, precision masking, clipping paths, sharpening 
controls, edge smoothing, contact sheet generation, web ph to 
display 
• · njoy unlimited creative options - Painting and lrawin to l , 
layer and colour effects, filters, pattern maker, tra u formati n 
tools 
• reate compelling Web designs - licing, optirnizati n to L, 
rollovers palette, transparency, quick ff animati n , link 
generation 
• Enjoy precise typ graphic c ntrol - Editable text, f rmauinu, 











2.2.6.1 Database Model 
1. Hierarehical model 
The hierarchical data model organizes data in a tree structure, 
with hierarchy of parent and child data segments. Data in a series of 
records, which have a set of field values attached to it. It collects all the 
instances of a specific record together as a record type. These record 
types are the equivalent of tables in the relational model, and with the 
individual records being the equivalent of rows. To create links 
between these record types, the hierarchical model uses Parent hild 
Relationships. These are a 1 :N mapping between record types, d nc b 1 
using trees. ln a hierarchical database the parent-chi I l r ilntionship i. 
one to many. 
2. Network model 
The basic data modelling con truct in the nctw rk m de\ i the 
set construct, consisting of an owner rec rd type, a set nam and a 
member record type. A member record typ can have that r l in m re 
than nc set, hence the multi parent con cpt i . upportcd. n ' er 
re ord type can also be a m mber or wn r in another ct. Inter e ti n 
r · .ord l p ·s may exist, as well as sets b tv ccn th cm. 1 hus, th' 









sets; in each set some record type is owner an l one or 111 re record 
types are members. Usually, a set dcfin 'S a l: \ rd itic nship. although 
l: l is permitted 
3. Relational model 
A relational databa e allow the definition of data structures, 
storage and retrieval operations and integrity constraints. In such a 
database the data and relations between them are organised in tables. A 
table is a collection of records and each record in a table contains the 
same fields. Certain fields may be designated as keys, which mean that 
searches for specific values of that field will use indexing to speed 
them ll\ . 
Where fields in two different tables take values from th sam s 't, ·1 
join operation can be performed to select related records in th' l\J o 
tables by matching values in those fields. ftcn, but not ulv n s, th 
fields will have the same name in b th table . 
2.2.6.2 Microsoft® Access vcr 'US Microsoft Vi ual Fox Pro 
The author ha ch sen to c rnparc Mier soft 
Mi r soft Vi ual F xPro because other databa 
and 
racl r l 
L .. crvcr is used in large companies as well a on th internet for 
handling multi million numb irs of records. c end, the added 










Microsoft® Access is a good database for small appli cations uch a 
recipes. Microsoft® Visual FoxPro was dcsi m id for small to medium size 
applications, often handling a million r' 'or is. In t 'St' with equivalent 
hardware and file sizes on a Windov s & ::. st cm, Fo ·Pr consistently 
performs faster than Access 2000. Upd res sh ' th large t discrepancy in 
the area of performance, with A cs ft n r quiring twice as long to 
complete the same task. FoxPro also produces a much better and more 
reliable backup than the Access process of simply copying the file. Even if 
the FoxPro data is partially corrupted, it is much easier to restore than a 
corrupted Access database file. 
FoxPro can handle much larger files than Access. A 1 OOMb databa e 
in FoxPro will show no signs of overload, compared lo the similar datab s' in 
Access. FoxPro also features an impressive versatility that nab! 'S it t 
interact with a number of interfaces, including command-line Ii cnts, \, b 
browsers and various programming interfaces such as 'I 1, P rl, Jn u, Pl 11 , 
and Python. Users can use a pre-packaged cli nt or write a .ustorn 
application. 
It is true that the Mier oft ActiveX ata bjccts Librs ry ) has 
made Acces more flexible in the f reign data market. AD permit u t 
retrieve data rcgardlcs of its location, and th n pre ent that data in a mmon 
interface: the browser. n the downside, learning A requires mu h time 




















Figure 3.1: A System Life Cycle 
3.1. l System Development 
cncral principles used to underline the system development ar : 
I. Use a problem solving approach 
2. tabli h phase and activitie 
3. Do not be afraid t can el or rcvi c c pc 
4. esign sy tern f r growth and change 
The syst nn dcvelopm ·nt proces · is bused n a hybrid mod I allcd in r m nual 









Figure 3.2: Incremental Development Model 
In an incremental development process, the services to be provided by the 
system are identified in outline. A number of delivery increments are then 
defined, with each increment providing a subset of the system functionality. Th 
allocation of services to increments depends on the service priority. The high 
priority ervices are delivered first. 
Once the increments have been identified, the requirements f r th 
services to be delivered in the first increment arc defined in d tail and that 
increment is develop using the most appropriate development pr •. Durin 
that development, further requirements analysi for later incr ment an tak 
place but requirement change for current increment arc not accept d. 
nee an increment is completed and delivered it can be put into 
User can experiment with the ystcm which help them larif y th tr 
requirement for Inter increments, As new incr rn nt arc ornpl tcd, th arc 
integrated with cxi sting increment so that the sy tern functionality impr 










There is no need to use the same pro .css f )r th' I ·v eloprnent of each 
increment. Where the scrvic s hav n w '11- Icfine St ici fi • ti n, a waterfall model 
is used. Where the specification is un I nr, n ' lution ry model may be used. 
3.1.2 System Operation and upport 
System operation and support consists of the following ongoing activities: 
I. Assisting users, regardless of how well the users have been 
trained and how good the end-user documentation is 
2. Fixing software defects (bugs), that slipped through the oftwer 
testing 
3. Recovering the system from failure, that is t r 'Store a sys t m 
files and databases, and restarts the system 
4. Adapting the system to new requirem nts, whi h may 111 Jud 
new technical problem or new technology requirements. 
3.1.3 Cross Life Cycle Activities 
ross life cycle activities are activities that overlap many f 
the methodology. These activities include fact-finding, d cum ntation and 










3.2 Information Gathering Methods 
1. Sampling of existing docum ntntion, files and d tnbascs 
ollcct and review docum nt that d rib th problems including thesis, 
research papers and other syst m tudi s and design documentation. This 
documentation may include operation manual or project documentation, various 
type of flowcharts and diagrams, and also design documentation such as input, 
output and databases All documentations collected are analyzed to determine the 
information currency, without discarding outdated documentation. Additional 
fact finding is performed to verify and update the facts collected. 
2. Research and site visits 
Thoroughly research the problem domain. Thi includ s bk, 
computer journals and also exploring the internet. The c our e pro id 
information on how others have solved similar problem plu to learn wh th r 
software packages exist to solve the pr bl m . 
. Interview 
Interview are u ed to achieve any of the following g al : find fa t , 
verily fact clarify facts, identify requirement , generate nthu ia m get th 










3.3 Conclusion on Tools and Technology 
3.3.1 System Type 
The author has chosen to dev lop tand- lone system as there are some 
problems related to internet development such as: 
I. The dependability of the system, including security, safety and reliability 
is hard to maintain as everyone in the world can access it and due to the 
increasing number of cyber crimes. 
2. Need to cope with emerging technology, such as new version f 
programming languages, browsers, and operating systems 
3. Need to provide decentralized support and training for users, thou ih th' 
internet itself can be used for thi purp e 
4. Problems related to communications speed cncount red with th 11 ' r 
multimedia and large databa e. Example, large files may take t in · f 
seconds to download over modems typically u ed al h rn , v hi h, 
although not a long time, can be fru trating when it o ur r p at di . 
;\ stand-alone ystcm an also be nctw rk d o that c cral pc pie at n c 









3.3.2 Application Platforms 
Windows 2000 Professional is the h . n pl tf rm b u e it is proven to 
be powerful and flexible enough t p rfonn ry ta k that even Windows XP is 
built on the proven code base on it. Additional features in Windows XP are not 
actually necessary for building the system. Windows 2000 is a full 32-bit 
operating system, which eliminate the problems that have plagued older system. 
It is able to run most Windows 95/98/NT programs and provides compatibility 
with older, 16 bit code including DOS. 
Windows 2000 uses Win32, which support 32-bit flat addressin and 
includes Application Programming Interface (API) functions that. upport thr nd- 
based multita king and security. The Win32 J\Pl functions arc cont iin ·I in 
Dynamic Link Libraries (OLLs), which each pro ram has ace ·.,: I. ' h en 
executing. Dynamic linking ha ornc very important benefits su h a ; DLL 
prevent disk pace from being wasted by the significant am uni f lupli .atcd 
object code and the dynamic linking appr ach makes the crnulati n f th zr 
operating systems an ca ier ta k. 
Window 2000 al 'O supports two form of multita king; pro ba scd and 
thread based. ne other thing t know i that it upport . c cral tile ' tern , 
in hiding l·J\T (File J\llo .ation Table), FJ\T3_ .nhanccd. _-bit F I and 










3.3.3 Knowledge Engineering 
The main language sci cted is Pr 1 s it L f und t b suitable for the 
development of expert system type program f r s ral reasons: 
1. Rule based - Rules can work largely with each other and can produce 
some sort of sense even when incorrect. It also can be incrementally 
updated. 
2. Declarative - Make program design very like program specification, this 
makes rules amendable to verification by inspection, any assignment f 
variables is affected by unification, no explicit decision or branches. 
3. xplanation - A prolog program can be made to explain it v n 
reasoning in a very traightforward manner. 
4. First order logic _,, Mathematically sound vehicle for r u sonins ind 
modeling problem areas, help in formulating logically on sis t nt rul 'S 
5. Top down design - Prolog encourages t p-down design \: h •n v ritinn 
program, which is exactly the design method f conventi nal on., ar 
engineering. Thus, Prolog come with a ound design mcthodol g , hi h 
facilitates the c nstructi n of expert ystcm rul -ba 'C . 
The type f Pr log selected i PA WIN-PR L 
in run tiou as w II us additional toolkits, which arc not free! pr id ·d by thcr 










3.3.4 Authoring Tools 
Both of the authorin tools m nti n b f re in , ti n .2.5 will be used to 
aid the building of the expert sy t m. 
Microsoft® Help Workshop is essential for building Windows help file to 
aid the end users. This help file can easily be access by LPA WIN-PROLOG 
through the 32-bit Windows help subsystem. 
Adobe® Photoshop® is not really crucial but will certainly aid the process of 
editing the mushroom or any related images that will be used in the system. 
3.3.5 Knowledge-base 
Microsoft® Visual Foxl'ro will be u ed as the databa e or knov I'd ic bu 
a it is proven to be more reliable and functional then Micros ft«' /\' . , a 
mcnti n in section 2.2.6.2. The versatility of Mi r oft Vi ual I· Pr ' ill al 
make it ea icr to be integrated with PA WIN-PR L . I licrar hi al m d 










4. System Analysis 
4.1 System Requirement Analysis 
4.1.l Functional Requirements 
• The user shall be able to search for the specific type of mushroom 
according to the visible features entered. 
• The system shall provide appropriate explanation for the mushroom 
medicinal and nutritional values, if any. 
• very identification process, including the final output is a ornpani 'd b 
suitable image to aid the user's decision. 
• An extra menu is available for officially authorized ' p ins thnt ' ill 
enable them to key in newly found mushroom, modify or delete xi ting 
one in the database. 
4.l.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
I. Product Require ... nent 










• The system shall be effici ·nt enou ih not to) s l .ri Ii · · too much 
performance such as rn mor , sr icd or Iis], • r 
• The system shall be dep ndnnt nn i reli bl n ugh to operate without 
catastrophic failure 
2. Organisational Requirements 
• The system development process and deliverable documents shall be 
delivered according to the schedule, with the specified format. 
3. External Requirements 
• The system shall not disclose any personal information about th 
users or experts that is working with the system. 
4.2 Tools and Technology Proposed 
4.2.1 Software 
Below is the list of the s ftware and applicati n that i u eel t build the 1.:x1 '11 
ystcm: 
• Platform - Micro rt® Windows 2000 Prof sional 
• Know led re en inccring - LPA WIN PR J 4040 









• Help I user manual - Micro 'OfllJ\) 11 .lp Workshop ·UL 
• Image editing-Adobe® Photo hop()l) 7.0 
4.2.2 Hardware 
Below is the description of the components and configuration that is used to 
build the system: 
• Chip set and bus - Intel Pentium III 800 MHz, Intel Mobile 440 BX 
PCJset, 64 bits DRAM, 4 Mbits Flash EPROM, 66 Ml Iz A 1P, Ml lz 
PCI. 
• Memory- 256 MB S RAM, 66 Ml lz clock speed 
• Connectors - parallel, IDE, SY A, P /2, microphone-in and 1 iadphon '/ 
pcaker jack, USB. 
• peaker - ound Blaster, 16 bit, 2.5 ohm, 500 Mw 
• Video - 256 bit, 8.0 MB 









4.3 Run Time Requirements 
4.3. l Hardware Specifications 
Below is the description of the minimum omponents and configuration that 
comprises the technical environment in which the system will operate: 
• Intel Pentium 350 MHz or any AMO processor 
• 64 MB RAM 
• 5 MB Hard Disk space for program installation 
• 24X D R M drive (for installation from a D only) 
• V A monitor supporting 800x600 graphic 
4.3.2 Application oftware pecifications 
Bel w is the de cription of the minimum oft ware and appli ati n in \ hi h th' 
expert sy tern will operate: 









5. System Design 
5.1 System Functionality Design 
The representation various types of mushrooms in a computer system starts 
when the mycologist formulates a set of keys that identify mushrooms based on their 
features. That knowledge will be incorporate into the knowledge-based system 
which consists of an underlying intelligent program called the inference engine. The 
inference engine examines the current knowledge in the knowledge-base and 
combines it with accumulated facts to derive additional facts and ultimately th 
conclu ion. 





















The author chooses to reprc ent th' mushroom-ii utific ui n kn wlcdge with 
the frame-based knowledge repre ntntion sch .m '. F uuc hi er r hi' are imilar to 
object-oriented hierarchies. Th y allow dntn to l ' , t 1 in an ab tract manner 
within a nested hierarchy with ommon pr pcrti ut matically inherited through 
the hierarchy. This avoids the unn cc ary dup\i ation of information, simplifies 
code and provides a more readable and maintainable system. Each frame or instance 
has a set of slots that contain attributes describing the frame's characteristics. These 
slots are analogous to fields within records (using database terminology) except that 
their expressive power is greatly extended. Frames inherit attribute-values from other 
frames according to their position in the frame hierarchy. This inheritance of 



















INSTANCE: Pleurotus ostreatus IN T~ : Ag ricus bisporus 
Class: Agaricales l s: Ag rlc les 
Common Name: Oyster mushroom ommon N me: Button mushroom 
Cap Shope: plone, flattened p Sh pe: 
Cap Colour: grey, brown C p Colour: white 
Cap Surface: smooth C p Surface: smooth 
Giii Shape: de current Gill Shape: free 












Additional Information: Additional Information: 
Instance Number: 1 Instance Number: 2 
Figure 5.3: Instances of the class 
The inference technique chosen is backward chaining in whi h it tart fr m on 
expectation of what is going to happen (hypothc is) and then eek cvid n that 
upports (or contradicts) the expectations. The program will tart with a goal t b 
verified and then it looks for a rule that ha this goal in it conclu i n. lt then 
the premi e of the rule in an attempt to ati f y the rule. The proc c ntinu until 










5.2 Knowledge-base Design 
The knowledge-base contains cla s m nti n b fore in section 5.1 
and it uses simple databa turc. Th major tep involved in query 
processing in such architecture arc: 
1. Tuples are selected by the DBMS from fact database. 
2. While reading data in (a), the tuples are converted into Prolog assertions 
stored in the main memory buffer. 
3. The communication interface calls the related heuristic. 
4. The Prolog program reads the assertions and by use of its rule base I rform 
inferences. 
5. The re ult is written in the main memory buffers. 
6. The data in (c) arc appended to the facts tared in secondary storau 
Logic DBMS System 
Inference Search 
Engine Engine 
----1----- . -----}----- ,- I 
I 





: Knowledge Base 
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Figure 5.5 shows a pictorial version of th' int crfn .cs involv 'd in r alizing the 
procedure outlined in Figure 5.4. 
Usor 
lo 
GOBMS Shell Prolog (Logic yst m) 5. 6 Main Memory 
Query - i.- ------ .. P:- MUSHROOM {A) 
P:- SR ('READ[MUSHROD!.I 1, 2 GET-SR(&XJ. "REAO[MUSHROOM (NAME): MUSHROOM tB) 
(NAME): DESCRIPTION 1---1 DESCRIPTION • X'); I XJ [YT) MUSHROOM Y) 
- - 5 
- 
- . 
6 [Al SR PUT-SR; [BJ 
3. 1 I 





Figure 5.5: System Structure of the Integrated Knowledge Base 
The DBMS shell, upon receiving the query form the user, precompil s th qu ir 
into Prolog form and activates Prolog to execute the prccompilcd programs (int rfa 
sequence I and 2). The logic system and DBMS exchange data via parameter variabl •. 
These variables are bound to constant before (i.e., query text) and after (i.e. 
data) the DBM is called (before and after corre pond to equence an 7 
respectively). In main memory, tuples (i.e., as ertion ) are een at the top and b tt 111. 
The top portions shows the Prolog predicate format that is input to the logic program 
(sequence 5) to be processed after b ... ing retrieved and converted from relations in the 
database (sequence 4). The query program carries ut updates and write new tuple data 
( cqucnce 6) in the relutiona! tuple format for M , DBM is called ( equenc 7) 










5.3 Interface Design 
Generally, each "test" describes a s ri s f st 'PS t l rf rm and each "results" a 
question with possible an wcrs. Th r fl re, th qu tion screen should contain 
separate section for each. The de ign of a h qu tion screen follows the template 










Figure 5.6: Que tion creen Template 
figure 5.7 shows the welcome screen which is use to display general informati n 
about the program to the user. The program will start automatically when the u r 










W• t'nby •• , 
N. Pttl• . e lt M iF 
WE1(014,4214 .,_,,Jl'-,11\~,_ 2004 
Figure 5.7: Welcome Screen 
Figure 5.8 shows the 'Order' input screen which is the first question screen that 
the user will see. Basic menu includes: 
Welcome to Expert System: Mushroom Speciei 
1 Di~cussion --· -·.1 Lis section will help you to identify the ORDER of mushrcom that the urjdcntiled mushroom belongs to _ _J 
[
Steps -1 
Exllmino the fr~t bodY llnd hymenium ~the ~shioom. Click the 'Ml.lie lnf01mlltion' button IOI edvonced instr~tion~ 
' 
Alter exemining the mush1oom, whot did you find out? Choose the !l!Uwer horn the htbox 
ag.~1icale~ · · F1uit body usuol!y fleshy, soft end eos.v decoying with h,ymenium cpreod ovei the suf~e 
of gins. ridges 01 within tubes ···> AGARiCALES aphyllophor11les 
Fruit body with hymenium smooth or tP1eed'out On teeth, tidges or pll!les, or l within 
tubes then huit body tough Md lc11thcry ··> APHYlLOPHOAALES 
OK J C nc I MOie lnf01ml!lion I 










I. Users can select the appropriate features fr m th' Ii t b ba ed on the 
description given. 
2. Users have the option to exit or vi w th help fi1 t id th id ntification at any 
time. 
Figure 5.9 shows the most important question screen. It is use to obtain the 
mushrooms' visible features from the user. Basic menu includes: 
[ 
Discusslon 




Ex mino the general features (car. gill. stem) ol the mushroom. Ute 'More lnlo1metion' for 6dvenoed in~truclion~ 
What Macroscopic F~atures dves the mushroc .. TI have? 
Cap Shape Stem Surfooe I smooth .:JI 
Cap CololX j white Veil I none ..:JI 
Cep Surface I dry .:JI Ring I none -~' 
Gill Shape I ednete .:JI Volve I none .:JI 
Gill Colour jwhite .:JI Srnel jnone _:.11 
Stem Shape lequel .:JI bislribution I solitery ..:::JI 
Stem Colour jwhite .:JI Hebital I oround -=JI 
Ca11ael MOie lrlorrnation I 










1 . Users can select the appropriate fcatur from th mb b ' . Thi approach is 
easier and avoids typing error or ill l ansv er . 
2. Users have the option to exit or vi w th h Ip fil to aid the identification at any 
time. 
Figure 5.10 shows the final question screen. Basic menu includes: 
[ 
Discussion 
_ Finany, the system will check the microscopic chalecteristic of the unic!entlled IY\Ufhroom 
Steps 
Mektl a spore print end then exerr.ine the spoies using a microscope. Use 'More Information' for edvenced Instruction& 
1 After exemining the spores, what did you find out? 





ovoid _J sm oth 
l!_.____,__ ~ 
Search Cancel More Information I 
I 










1. /\ combo box and list box i u d :i ain f r 'l ting th appropriate features. 
This approach is easier and avoid typing r ill gal an wers. 
2. Users have the option to e it or vi w th h Ip file to aid the identification at 
any time. 
Figure 5.1 I shows the output display produce from the all the question screen. Basic 
menu includes: 
The system hos identified the rpwhroom a . 
Scientific Name: t>leurolus ostreetus 
Com.non N e.ne : Oyster mushioom 
C11pShllpe: fl&ltened, 1hell 1~eped, plene 
Cep'Width: 1S0mm 
Cep Coloui: deep blue grey, brCIWt'lish. deik brown 
Cep Suife.:e: smooth. slightly er ecked 
GillShllpe: rather dist&nl, deeply decurrent 
Gill Coloui: wh~e flushing duly yellow with ege 
Stem Shepe: absent, very shoil 
Slem'W1dih: ebsent 
Stem H~ight: absent 
Stem Colour: ebsenl 
Stem Surface: 11b1ent 
Flesh: white. tolt 
eU: none 
Next RMtOll Modly I Add I Delete I 
Fi iurc 5.11: The utput isplay ialog 











2. If there are two or many pcci s tha: h re th . m f atu , u r can view 
ther species by pressing the 'Next' button. 
3. The 'Modify/Add/Delete' button 
record in the database. 
for p nm nd rganizing the mushrooms 
4. Users have the option to exit or restart the system at any time. 
Figure 5.12 shows the help display produce when the 'More Information' button is 
clicked. It is basically used to display related help information about the system and the 
identification process to aid the user. 
Hide .1 Qptiono 
? A 
-; Q2I Mycologl,ol 8.aSICS: Le~riig Abo<t 
I •un<Jol Anolomy: Pe~• a a Mut Toola and Tip1 for Coloctng When to conoct Where to colloct How to collect 
'-I (D ldenlllcatlon Procedu-e1 
[1) Mou•• U10 and Dl!la &tty 
[ZJ ldordlcallon Slrotegieo 
'- Q!I Ent°"'9 ident<ficotJon nfOf!TlalK 
lJ Cop Sh~po 
ColO<Y 
Suface 
? Ga Shape 







? Spore Print 
Sporet 




OierriCIJI Re cilOl'll 
- CL!)~• Dotabut 
Moddy 
'l hid 
' D•lol1 " 
Introduction to 
r J \ .I 
Expert Svsle.rn: Mu hroom pecte Is the award winning mushroem Identifier 
program (dasigMd for Windows 98 I 98SE I ME I NT40 12000 I XP Hom I XP Pro) 
that will give e brief description of the mushroom's effects on health, if eny. 
Secondary functions includ~ a means ror adding and del•t•no SP CIU 1n th d t base, 
ond the ob1lity to edit and .iew dote on selected mushrooms. 
The progr1m currently cev rs two order of mushroom, Ag rocalu (Ao nos •nd their 
relatives) ond Aphyll~phor les (Polypore• and their relotives). Tho 900pe of the 
system is xpected to xpand through time. 
This program is best used with a good field ouide with many pictures. It 1s designed 
w1th tho novice in mind, but e.xpcnenced mycologlru may wont to glance et ot to o t 
en idea of what chara oristocs er consid red imporunt when usino tho program. 
Included 1n this help Is a tutorial on tho basic or mu hrooms and lnlorm1t1on on 
mu hroon-1 intoxi tion. 
This system is an 01d to mushroom identification and os no yet complete. Any 
1dent1!1~t1on mede "''no thi& program thould be confirmed by consult.no field ouodeo 
and per ont experienced at 1d11nt1fy1ng mushrooms on your area. 
( 









Figure 5.13 shows the databa e intcrfa d si n. rs re a ompanied with 
basic menus like 'Find', 'Print', 'Add' 'Edit', 'D ~t rganiz d the data in 
the database. 
Agarics and their relatives 
Sdllnti&: Nw: I Armlarb melea 
Connon.....,: j Honey mushroom 
convex, nattene<l, slightly i] 
depresse<l 
..:.J 
capCctu: yellowish, etve, buff, 
senc. brown 
..:.J 
cap Su'fllCC: scaly, velvety ..:J cap DlnlncU.or. l S0-15~ mm 
..:.J 
GIShape: Fate, 1llghlly decurrent iJ OllCOO..: whMlsh, brownllh 1po11 . 
_:J ..:.J 
Sporel\tt very pale cream colour . Spores: medium-sized, hybne, ... 
,.l eUlp1old y 
Skip to next recoid 










6. System Implementations 
6.1 Overview 
When designing a frame based system, everything is tough of as an object. 
Following the first meeting with the expert, the major objects involved in the 
problem were listed. After identifying the objects, the next thing to do is to look for a 
way of organizing them. This step involves collecting similar objects together in a 
class-instance relationship, and defining various ways that object communicat with 
each other. 
6.2 Define the classes and instances 
Classes and instances are defined within the databa e. Fir tty th fi Id i 
determined based on the facts of the mushrooms features. The ft Id are th n 
organized into table using the Table Designer. The mushroom ' ci ntif nam i 









Fields I lndexee f T~ble I 
Name Type \>/\dt)) c io I lnda · NULL 
: scientific_neme Character 50 t 
commol'\.._nome Choroclor 30 Canc,el 
cep_shape Character 50 
cep_diemeter Ch reeler 30 insert 
cep_colour Cherecter 50 
Q~lete' I' cop_surlece Character 50 ... 
Relation hips between tables were th n defined, if any u ing the C atabas I ' i in 'r 
["'~~ Field validation F,12rmet: 
--~ 
fiule: r_d .. 
,~ lnputmesk: 
Me~a_ge: : ~ :·· . 
,Caption: Del~t value: 
- ["""'~""''°"'""'a) field comment DispJa,y library: _::J I 3 Dis12ley class: I <default> i] ..:.] 
Figure 6.1: Table Designer 












stem_widlh stern_ width 
stem_height stem_hcight 




ring ·I Jing ·I 
Fi iur • ).2: l utabasc De igner 









Figure 6.3: Table 
form and reports w re later built using their re pective designers. After all of th 
components arc organized, an executable version is built using the Applicati n Build r. 





Name: j Mushroom 
!mage: I c:\documents and settings\administre _] 
I Common Di logs P ~plash screen P' 8bout dialog P .Quick start r .User logins J 
J OK Cancel 









6.3 Define the rules and object communicntiou 
At this point, the author ha cla a h with slots that describe 
the various objects. The next step to de lop a way of working with this 
information to satisfy the problem specification, which is to identify the mushrooms 
using pattern matching rule. 
Firstly, the data source will need to be configured using the ODBC Data Source 
Administrator. The ODBC Data Source Administrator is reachable via the Windows 
Control Panel. 
User DSN I System DSN I Ale DSN I Oriv"1'S I Tmcing \ Connection Pooling I About \ 
User Data Sources: 
hid... 1 
Remove I 




MS Access Database 
Microsoft dBnse Driver r.dbf} 
Microsoft Excel Driver r .xis) 
Microsoft Access Driver\ mdb) 
Microsoft Visual Fox.Pro Driver 
Microsoft Visual FaxPro Driver 
Microsoft Visual FoxPro Driver 
MusliroomDatabase 
Visual FaxPro Database 
Visual FoxPro Tables 
1- lv1 ODBC User data SOIJ"Ce ~ores infonnatlon about how to conned to the Indicated data provider. A User data source Is only visible to you. and can only be used on the current machine. 
OK I __ Dm_ce1_ ..... __ P._.p_pl.Y  _, __ Help __ _. 
1'i iure .5: DB ata ourcc Admini lrator 









ensure_loaded( system(dblink) ). 
Prodata allows database tables to be fr m Prolog as though they existed 
within Prolog's environment as unit ground Jaus s (facts). This facilitates the use of 
Prolog rules over the contents of the database, with no need to download any part of 
the database, as all database accesses are done 'on-the-fly'. Backtracking, cut, call, 
not and all other standard Prolog mechanisms work identically over the table 
accesses and the internal database, thus achieving the highest level of transparency 
possible. This software architecture allows a completely different style of databas 
programming that leaves fourth generation languages way behind. All the benefit 
inherent in Prolog development can now be transferred to the database field without 
any disadvantages. 
The next step is to connect to the database itself. Connection to the DBM i 
established via the db connect/I predicate. Its first argument i the Data Source 
Name (DSN) which identifies the data source as specified in the ODBC bef re. 
db_ connect( 'Mushroornfratabase' ). 
After that, a single rule that include variable can be used to match lected pr p rt 










db_tuple( Type, l A, 8, op( - hap ) D I (E- p(F- urface), op(G- 
Shape), op(f f-GColour), ... , op( '- Print) op - p re 'W ", Y, Z]). 
The db _tuple predicate will take the table name and return a tuple as a list 
comprised of its fields, and will backtrack to retrieve the next record upon failure. 
This rule generates an SQL query that retrieves selected information from the 
database, as shown below. 
SEL CT scientific name, common_name, .... , 
main_ uses, preparations, dosage, side_ effects, additional_information, picture 
FROM agaricales 
WI I ~R ~ (cap_shapc LIKE '%convex%') AND (cap_colour Lil E '%while%') AN 
(cap_surface LIKE '%dry%') AND (g;Jl_shape LIK ~ '%adnalc%') /\NJ .... AN 










6.4 Design the interface 
following the coding, the ystem' int rf ' developed. Creating a new 
graphical object within the interface actually m ns creating a new instance of one of 
these classes. The task starts by selecting from the Dialog Editor Toolkit, with a 
mouse using the click-and-drag techniques, the type of object desired. 
~ D [8l @ 
[] EB A 0, 
(DJ § ~ [QJ 





<i > ... 
Figure 6.6: Dialog ditor 
A sample of the interface created and exported from the Dialog Editor toolkit i 










_S 1 =[c.llg_owncdbyprolog,ws_sy m cnu.v s_ pti n w _b rd r,dlg_modalframe], 
_S2 = [ws_child,ws_visible,ss_cent rl 
_S3 = [ws_child,ws_visible,ws_tabstop b _pu hbutton] 
wdcreate( unknown_dialog, 'Unknown Mu hroom', 333, 289, 378, 224, _Sl ), 
wccreate( (unknown_ dialog, I 0000), tatic, 
'The mushroom you search for does not exist in the database .. !! 
What do you want to do? '. 30, 40, 310, 30, S2 ), 
wccreate( (unknown_dialog,1000),button, 'Restart', 30, 130, 70, 30, _S3 ), 
wccreate( (unknown_dialog,1001),button,'Open Database',140, 130, 90, 30, _S3 ), 
wccreate( (unknown_dialog,1002), button, 'Quit', 270, 130, 70, 30, _S3), 
window_handler( unknown_dialog, unknown_handler ), 
show_dialog( unknown_dialog ). 
After finishing all of the interface dcsign.f rms containing lot. r lat d to th 
chosen objects are then presented. The next step is to fill in the slots valu s tailo · 
the objects display. A sample code to fill the colour slot value is presented b I w: 
fill_user_dialog :- 
wlbxadd( (user _dialog,5000), -1 'white'), 
wlbxadd( (user_dialog,5000), -1, 'black'), 
wlbxadd( (user _dialog,5000), -1, 'yellow' ), 
wlbxadd( (user _dialog,5000), -1, 'red' ), 
wlbxadd( (user_ dialog,5000), -1 'blue' ), 
wlbxadd( (user _dialog,5000), -1, 'green'), 
wlbxsel( (user _dialog,5000) 0, 1 ), 








The ways the values of the slots arc cho n ar ontr 11 b 1th following codes: 
% given a combobox/list.box r turn it 
get_selection( Lbx, Selection) :- 
wlbxscl( Lbx, 0, Sel ), 
( Sel = 1 
-> wlbxget( Lbx, 0, ItemStr ), 
atom_ string( Selection, ItemStr ) 
wlbxfnd( Lbx, 0, ", Nextltem ), 
get_selection( Lbx, Nextltem, Selection) 
). 
% find the current selection 
get_selection( Lbx, 0, Selection ) :- 
' ., 
fail. 
get_selection( Lbx, Item, Selection ) :- 
wlbxsel( Lbx, Item, Sel ), 
( Sel = 1 
-> wlbxget( Lbx, [tern, Item tr), 
atom_string( Selection, ltemStr) 
wlbxfnd( Lbx, Item, ", Nextltcm ), 










Some graphical objects like buttons ar u d t link t pred fin function like 
opening the database, opening help f.\e or popping m 
% on a database button open database 
display_handler( ( display dialog, 1002 ), msg_button, _, _) :- 
exec( 'database\mushroom.exe', ", _ ). 
% on a help button display help file 
display_handler( ( display_dialog, I 004 ), rnsg button, _, _) :- 
exec( 'he\p\hh.exe', 'help\mushroom.chm', _ ). 
% on a exit button close the program 
display_handler( (display_dialog, l 003), msg_button, _, J :- quit. 
%exit the system 
quit:- 
( wait( 0 ), 
wdict( Windows), 
\+ member( windows, Windows), 
msgbox( 'Expert System', 'Do you ' ant to try again?', 36, Y cs), 




How the buttons operate are contr lied by the window handler 
% pus' ull oth ·r messages to the d ·lirnlt window handler 
displa hundl ·r( Window Message, I ala, Result):- 









7. Testing and Evaluation 
7.1 Overview 
As the projects proceeds, the system will need to be periodically tested and 
evaluated to ensure that its performsnce is converging towards establish goals. The 
task of testing expert systems is unlike that found for conventional programs where 
the verification of the software is of primary concern. Verification studies attempts 
to determine whether the progran completely satisfies initial rcquirern nt . 
Conventional program usually have well defined specifications that can be m asur d 
ac ording to some objective standarc. Expert systems on the other hand arc d 
fer problems that do not have a clear right or wrong answer. Thcr f r Id 
standard" does not exist that can be compared with the system's result . Bccau 
lack of gold standard, the evaluation process is more concerned with y t m 
validation and user acceptance. Validation effort determine if th ystcm 
satisfactory performs the intended task - a relaxation of the stricter verification 
proces . User acceptance efforts arc concerned with issues that impact how well the 
system addrcssc the needs of the user. The testing and evaluation stages used are 










7.2 System Validation 
If the expert system is correctly d ign d it h uld d rive the same results as an 
expert reason in a manner similar to that of the expert. Therefore, validation efforts 
address the following: 
• Validating the system's results 
• Validating the system's reasoning process 
7.2.1 Validate Results 
Formal testing usually involves the u c of a test ca c. Th r ma] r 
considerations used to validate the results of an expert sy tern ar : 
• Test criterion 
In order to judge whether the project ha successfully met it goal, a 
criterion is usually e tablished against which the project is a essed. 
different approach relic on comparing the system's performance r lati e 
to that of the domain expert. Important points of this evaluation are: 
I. Relative comparis n - ivcn the same test case th xpcrt tern 
was able to do a' well or fast ·r then the human exp rt. 
2. Evaluation requires judgment - In general, when evalu ting th r ult 










the correctness of the result. sers w re giv n a set of possible 
evaluation response to fill out. Th r ult were then used to judge 
the performance of th 
development is necessary. 
t m and to decide whether further 
• Test cases 
The expert system was first tested with typical problems from the 
domain, for example common everyday mushrooms, and then the ones 
that are unusual. The system is proven to be worth-while in both 
problems areas. 
• Evaluators 
Evaluators are end users who are not associated with the proj t . th r 
experts are not included because it was difficult to obtain the coop ration 
of so many individuals. Some evaluators were biased again t a computer 
program that is designed to model human dcci ion making. The 'd n t 
think that the computer really knows what the mushroom look like and 
may produce inaccurate matches. Inspired by the Turing Test (Turing 
1950), the author presented the evaluators responses of a comput r along 
with those from a human. Later, it is proven that the computer can b a 
intelligent as a human as the evaluators cannot distingui h the c mput r 










7 .2.2 Validate Reasoning 
Besides evaluating the result aluat r wanted to know if the system is 
getting the right answers for the right r ason. The main reason for this is the 
limited number of test cases that might actually be used during evaluation 
studies. Two approaches are used to validate the system's reasoning. 
On the macro level, the evaluators studied the results of various subissues 
that led to the final result. Credibility of the system was established as the 
evaluators are convinced that correct performance is a product of intelligent 
reasoning. 
On the micro level, the evaluators were able to trace back through all f 
the rules used for the case that led to the result and verify their orrc 111 •. Thi 











7.3 User Acceptance 
Perhaps the ultimate test of an xp rt t m is will it be used? Therefore, a 
major part of any expert system evaluation study must address the needs of the user. 
Important issues considered to evaluate the degree of user acceptance are: 
• Ease of use 
• Clarity of question 
• Clarity of explanation 
• Presentation of result 
7.3.1 Ease of Use 
Since the users are all experienced computer user the intcrfa d · ign 
does not seem to give them any trouble and was well understood. Ho 
was redesign several times to make sure that even inexperienced computer u r 
are able to benefit from the system. 
7.3.2 Clarity of Question 
The performance of an expert y tern i strongly depend nt n the 
information it r icciv ·s form the user. Though there were om h itati n m 











7.3.3 Clarity of Explanation 
The system docs not includ explanations of "why" some question is 
being asked and "how" some conclusions were reached. However, the users were 
able to trust the final result of the search based on the mushrooms' facts itself. 
7.3.4 Presentation of Results 
The system's presentation of the final results is just a ingl and 
sometimes multiple recommendations. Though it does not provide pictur the 











8.1 Problems and Solutions 
8.1.1 Problems 
During the knowledge acquisition phase, two problems were faced. First 
because of the vast experience and knowledge, the expert had given too man 
information. To use all this information would result in a really complex sy t m 
that would take longer time to develop. The author had to extract th r I vant 
knowledge that is suitable with the skills and time avail blc. 1 o thi , 
references like bocks and the internet were used, and this is wh r the c and 
problem occurs. Books available are mostly old publications and from av r 
which results in inconsistent knowledge that sometimes contradict the e i ting 
Malaysian information. Information from the internet sometim provide 
incomplete or even incorrect knowledge. 
Other problems were faced during the design phase. Too little information i 
available for the frarne-ba cd knowledge repre entation technique a man 
existing expert system u ·c rule-based approach. This makes it hard to design the 
system and take· longer time to build it. Interface de ign i al a m ~ r pr bl m 










Prolog before. Designing it tak more tim th n planned and this leaves 
insufficient time for other task to b fulfill 
8.1.2 Solutions 
Although there are several problems mentioned, the author had 
successfully found a way out by applying these simple steps: 
For knowledge acquisition phase: 
I. Books and other reference used must be proven to be r liabl bv 
verifying the author and the publisher, References that ar re ntl 1 
published are preferred as the source of information is updated. 
2. Any confusing knowledge is referred back to the expert for v rifi ati n. 
In some case where the expert cannot remember everything. t p 1 
applied again. 
For design phase: 










8.2 Advantages and Disadvantag s 
8.2.1 Advantages 
Since the system uses object communication rather then rules, it has an 
efficient way of encoding procedural knowledge. This permits the use of 
variables within the rules in the form of pattern matching statements that do th 
work of many standard rules. A single pattern matching rule can can all th 
instances of a class. Working with only one rule enhances the maint nan an 
debugging of the system. Instances can be freely add or delet fr m th pr bl m 
without touching the rule. The rules can also be modified withou hanging th 
frames. 
The system also provides a well defined help file that includ s all th 
relevant information of mycology. Additional information provided will b n fit 











Due to some misidentified information, the system cannot be tum into an 
executable version because the existing Prolog version available at the faculty 
does not have the application builder function. Therefore, users who wish to 
evaluate the system must have Win-Prolog to run it. 
Further more, the system does not have picture integrated within it 
including the final display which is suppose to give a picture of the mu hro m 
that the system has identified. 
Also, as the knowledge base gets bigger, it can be difficult to d bu 
system where actions flow through a large number of objects. Wh n om thing 
goes wrong, you will need to trace back through all of the actions to lo at th 











8.3 Future Plans 
The purpose of thi project wa to hoc the utility of the idea of developing an 
expert system for mushroom identification. Having made the point, the next step is 
to enhance the program for a real-life use. This involves updating the key with more 
discerning features, so that not only it identifies the existing mushroom (currently 
within the capability of the program) more accurately, but also identifies a larger set 
of mushroom, which would make the program much more acceptable. Su h 
improvement of the program could be done by either re-building the key fr m th 
scratch, or by letting real experts (mycologist) test the system and a king th m t 
if some mushroom is misidentified or if some mushroom arc not bcin id ntifi d b. 
it. When such situations occur, update the key and then updat th pr r m 
accordingly. The incremental updating would benefit the ystcm b caus ther v ill 
probably never be a really 'exhaustive' key for all possible mu hroom. I lo 
author expects the system to keep on improving over time. 
The presentation of results can also be enhanced. For example, it can b p ibl 
rank ordered or accompanied with a numeric reflecting the level of believe in the 
result . This i cs cntial to provide correct identification, especially wh n ther are 
several slightly identical mu hroom found to meet the criteria. 
Any us ful sy tern nowaday is al o expected to have a high r I v I gra hi al 
LI 'Cr int irfu ·c with graphicul/imagc-bascd exp! nati n . The author plan 












Glossary of Expert System Terms 
Abduction An uncertain inferenc 
Algorithm A set of step-by-step instruction for accomplishing task 
Attribute A property of an object 
Best-first search Search technique that uses knowledge about the problem to guide 
the search 
Branch Connection between nodes in a tree 
Breadth-first search Search technique that looks for a solution along all of the nod 
on one level of a problem space 
Class A collection of objects that share common properties 
Clause A conditional statement held in the premi c part of rul 
Data driven Inference method where data is obtained and the .. t m 
determines what it can conciude from this inf rm ti n. L 
called forward chaining 
Declarative knowledge . Descriptive or factual knowledge 
Deduction Coming to a conclusion by the proces of rca oning d du ti 
Depth-first search Search technique that explore each branch of a search spa to it 
full vertical length, and then proceed using chosen rule of earch 
Domain The problem area 
Domain expert /\.per. on who posses e the skill and knowledge to sol a 
specific problem in a manner superior than other 
Fact A. declarative a scrtion or statement that has the pr pert f ing 
either true or false 
Fir, To activate the conclusion of a rule if the pr mi. ar tru 
Frame Knowledge rcprcsentati n mcth d that a ociat an obje t , ith a 










Goals A hypothcsi to pro r n m arch space containing solution 
Goal driven Inference t chniqu th t b gin with a goal and works backwards 
through th rul in n . tt mpt to prove the goal. Also called 
backward chaining 
Heuristic Knowledge, often expressed as a rule of thumb 
Induction Inducing rules from knowledge contained in a set of examples 
Inference The process of deriving new information from known information 
f nference engine Processor in an expert system that matches facts contained in the 
working memory and the domain knowledge contained in the 
knowledge base, to draw conclusion about the problem 
Instance A specific object from a class of objects 
Knowledge A collection of facts, rules and concept used to reason with 
Knowledge acquisition Process of acquiring, organising and tudying know! dg 
Know! dge ba c Part fan expert system that contains the domain know I d 1 
Knowledge engineering The process of building an expert y tern 
Knowledge representation The method used to encode knowledge 
Predicate A statement about the subject of a propo ition 
Ru! Arncthod of repr scnting knowledge onsi ting f pr mi C' and a 
conclusion 
Rule-based system A computer program that processes problem- pccific information 
contained in the working memory with a set of rules contained in 
the knowledge base 
cm antic network A method of knowledge representation using a graph mad up of 
nodes and arcs 
hell Development package that has all the facilitie for building an 
xpert system 
tatc spa · ' /\. graphic representation of al I the potential pr blcm tat 
W rking memory Part of an expert system that contains the known facts of a given 











Glossary of Common Mycologicnl T rms 
Acomycotina Asci, containing a o por s r sult from sexual process 
Ascospores Sexual spores of ascomycetes 
Basidioma Synonym for basidocarp (plural, basidiomata) 
Basidiomycotina Fungi in which sexual process involves the production of haploid 
basidiospores born on a basidium 
Basidiomycetes Fungi that have fruit bodies (basidiocarps), plus a few yeast 
Bas id iospores Sexual spores of basidiomycetes 
Basidiurn The enlarged terminal cell of a hypha which bears ba idio por 
in basidiomycetes 
Deuterornycotina Fungi imperfection, classified on the basi of asexual morph 
Fruit(ing) body The large spore bearing tructurcs in Ascornycctc and 
Basidiomycetes 
Gasteromycetes Fungi that have basidiosporcs that arc not actively launch d 
Hymenium A surface of a fruit body, which sexually-produced spor s i born 
I lymcnornycctcs fungi that have a hymcnium 
Hypa The tubular cell growing at one end which is the developm nt unit 
ofmycelium 
Mastigomycotina Fungi that have motile spores (zoopores) or gametes 
Mycelium The mass of hyphac, not in the form of large structur s like 
mu hroom, of which the fungi arc mainly composed 
Teliomy ete The ru t, so called becau e the rust coloured ma ses f pore 
Ustomy ncs The smuts, important plant pathogen 
Zoo 'pore Spore whish can wim in water u ing one or two flag Ila 











Illustrated Figures of the Development Models 
Waterfall Model 
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